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Acrodunk performs at MidKnight Madness
Dan cing, games, and stunts get students ready for basketball season

Looking
into Nike
sweatshops
bv KrvstaWorthen
Staff Writer

The next time many students see
Nike products for sale, they may
think twice before buying them.
Last Thursday, former soccer
coach Jim Keady visited Saint
Mary's to deliver a speech, "Behind the Swoosh: Sweatshops
and Social Justice," which dealt
with the manufacturing of N ike
products in sweatshops. While
pursuing his master's degree in
theology at Saint John's, he researched Nike's factories; at the
same time, Saint John's was in the
process of negotiating a $3.5 billion deal with Nike. Keady refused
to wear the N ike apparel because
he knew the conditions in which
there products were being made.
Keady lost his job because of this
decision, and then committed his
life to social justice. He began this
pursuit for social justice in Nike's
factories in Indonesia.
Keady spent a month living with
the workers of Nike 's factory in
Tangerang, Indone ia, just Outside

Ma x Crowell/COLLEGIAN

bV Hannah Kovach
Staff Writer

On October 28, McKeon Pavilion once again rang with the voices
of hundreds of Saint Mary 's
students clad in Gaelforce shirts.
Students assembled into the
pavilion at 9 pm, where they were
greeted with free pizza from Pen-

nini's, and, in a pleasant surprise,
free movie passes from the new
Rheem Theater.
At 10 pm, the National Anthem
was performed, and the event
began with a few rousing performances by the cheerleading and
dance teams.
In between performances were

a couple of games; one of them
was the three-pointer game, and
another was the baseball bat
basketball relay, which generated
some awkwardly funny results, as
a couple of people collapsed right
after spinning. Finally, one of the
sponsors threw some frisbees into
the crowd, announcing that one of

them had $20 attached to it
Following the opening activities, the women's and men's basketball teams were introduced;
notably, a couple of the female
players rode in on two-seater bicycles around the basketball court.

see MADNESS, pz

Students gather for global exhi biti on
bV Jeannine Anusharkh
Assistant News Editor

On Wednesday, October 27
during community time, the International Club presented the
Global Fair. Ferroggiaro Quad was
transformed into a global exhibition of food, culture, and tradition.
For many Saint Mary's students it
was a place to learn the traditions
of different countries and sample
the native foods of Australia,
Saudi Arabia, Mongolia, Spain,
India, and the Philippines. Many
students showed their pride by
dressing in their native clothing.
Music from around the world was
played and dancers performed .
Fair Trade products were sold to
support developing countries as
well.
At the Mexican table, students decorated sugar skulls and
munched on pan de muerto in

honor of Dia de
Los Muertos on
November 2. Students were also
able to sample
different teas and
Chinese cookies in the green
tea room inside
the Intercultural
Center. Angelica
Diaz '14 commented, "I really
enjoyed the fair
because it made
me proud to be
a part of Saint
Mary's College's
diversity and
brought my peers
together to share
in the variety
of customs and
backgrounds they
come from."

r---

Max C rowell/CO LLEGIAN
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the capital city, Jakarta. The workers live in a "nine-by-nine cement
box, no windows, no furniture,''
Keady stated in a short video
documentary of his experiences
there. The video also showed the
streets of the town the workers
live in, lined with open sewers
and rats and cockroaches scurrying around. The workers, Keady
explained, work up to fifteen hours
a day, six to seven days a week, and
put in many hours of overtime just
to get by.
Keady tried to contact Nike
Indonesia, but they _refused to
see him; security guards instantly
surrounded his crew any time they
came near the factory. Nike sent
out a bulletin to all of the factories
saying that Keady and his crew
were not allowed in the factories
and instructed factory workers to
not speak to him. When Keady returned from his travels, he headed
to Beaverton, Oregon, where Nike
headquarters is located. There, he
attempted to speak with various
executives within Nike's team; all
refused.
"Nike lies,'' Keady boldly stated.
He presented various slides including statements from Nike
executives contradicting themselves, lying about the conditions
and continuing to say that Nike is
not involved in such acts. Other
slides included statistics on worker
abuse, the profit margin Nike
receives on their products, and

see NIKE, p3
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Sunday's finest: a little R&R never hurt Saint Mary's students.

MADNESS: Athletes exhibit an array of talent
continued from

a e1

As the teams sat, the highlights of
the previous season were played
out in front of the new teams and
their cheering fans.
After the introduction of the
women's and men's basketball
teams, the traditional dance-off between the two teams commenced.
The women's basketball team
turned out in usual dancer attire,
and their performance was widely

applauded. The men's basketball
team, however, decided to add
some unconventional elements to
their usual shirtless dance - their
performance featured one of the
players in a banana suit, and the
rest wearing masks. Despite the
odder elements of their perforThe women's basketball team performs a dance for the student body.
mance, they garnered
..........
hearty approval from
the audience.
Acrodunk, the basketball dunking team
that made the finals
in America's Got Talent!, ended the night
with a dynamic performance that involved
many flips and one of
the players jumping
through a paper Saint
Mary's banner to score
another dunk. The ~
act was, admittedly, I
shorter than expected,
and there were a couple
Of slip-ups, but overall, L_---~-----------------M
~
ax_C_r-ow-e"'.:11/-:':C":'.O-L~
LE'.':G:-'.'IA
".""".N
they were magnificent.
.
Oddl y enoug h , t h e The men's basketball team adds some unconventional dance moves to their performance.
event ended at 11: 15,
midnight. However, this year's bit as fun as previous events in the
much earlier than the expected Midknight Madness was every shortened time it had.
~~-----~~---------~-~~~~~~~~~~

rime Beat
10/25/10
12:30p.m.
Incident: Vehicle damage.
Synopsis: Dent from foul ball
from baseball at baseball field
parking lot; referred to Athletics
and Loss Prevention.
10/25/10
5:51 p.m.
Incident: Traffic collision
Synopsis: Vehicle vs. vehicleno injuries at St. Mary's Road
at the Entrance to the College;
suspended.

10/26/10
1:00 p.m.
Incident: Property damage
Synopsis: Severed metal parking
sign at Soda Center parking lot;
referred to Facilities Services.
10/26/10
10: 10 p.m.
Incident: Information only
Synopsis: Hissing raccoon reported outside the library- unable
to locate; Closed

10/26/10
4:15 p.m.
Incident: Information only
Synopsis: Disrespect to college official in Garaventa Hall; referred
to Community Life.
10/27 /10
10:29 p.m.
Incident: Medical Assist
Synopsis: Intoxicated student transported to John Muir Medical Center from McKeon Gym;
referred to Student Conduct and
Health & Wellness.

Republican candidate Meg
Whitman was booed in Long
Beach this week after she refused
to pull down the negative ads her
campaign was running against
her opponent, Democrat Jerry
Brown. When both were asked if
they would end the "bloodbath"
and remove their negative ads,
Brown agreed. "I'll take mine
off, no question, if we both do
it together," he said. Whitman
refused to take down any issuebased critiques of Brown's record.
Of course, Brown's challenge
didn't hold much weight. Brown
may be running some negative
ads against Whitman, and if he
pulls them, all the better for him,
but many of the anti-Whitman
ads have come from outside of
the Brown campaign. One that
boosts Whitman as a toy bobblehead "bobbling her bobble-head,"
sponsored by the California Correctional Peace Officers Association, attacks Whitman as an
ego-maniac and flip-flopper. A
serious political issue has become
nothing but a colorful plastic toy
bobbling up and down. And we
wonder why there is such a negative interpretation of politics in
this country?
No matter one's stance on the
gubernatorial race, ads that actively seek out the worst in candidates - especially ones that attack
the politician in a personal way
- only help to perpetuate the split
between politics in this country.
You always hear politicians spot
off about ~'bipartisanship," but
the gap between the Democrats
and the Republicans will never
be bridged when we allow these
negative ads. They do nothing
but perpetuate this mantra of fear
and of degradation. Forget about
actually talking about the issues political discussions become nothing but "Obama is a Muslim" or
"the tea party are all just Nazis".
Comedians John Stewart and
Stephan Colbert held a political
rally in Washington this weekend
called "Rally to Restore Sanity
and/ or Fear." The event itself
featured mostly entertainment
and musical performances, but
the underlying message was one
of political calmness. A sign at
the event read "I understand your
stance, and while I disagree, I'm
pretty sure you're not a Nazi."
Negative ads do nothing but perpetuate a split between political
sides and further ignorance and
political insanity in this country.
"We live in hard times, not end
times," said Stewart. "The image
of Americans that is reflected
back to us by our political and
media process is false. It is us
through a fun house mirror." Isn't
it a sad day when a comedian has
to ask us to be sane?
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Barry Horwitz College campus has real unsolved mysteries
bv Somel Jammu

Brother Michael Meister leads students through haunted tour

Staff Writer

In elementary school, adjunct
professor and Collegiate Seminar
director Barry Horwitz's favorite
part of the year was not just summer, but summer school. Each year
when the temperatures increased,
Horwitz looked forward to his
daily art classes that funded a
renewable scholarship sponsored
by a local donor. Every time a
student accomplished another
skill in the categories of art and
advanced, they were awarded a
gold star. Ambitious and talented, Horwitz's collection of gold
stars grew and grew till eventually, their equivalent was equal
to enough money to help him get
out of his poor neighborhood in
the northwest side of Chicago.
"[Art] was really what led to
my discovery of the world outside," Horwitz said.
Art also led him down the
journey of events that comprised
to make his life and bring him to
where he is today, at Saint Mary's.
After studying at the Arts Institute of Chicago, Horwitz applied
to and was accepted on a fullride scholarship to Northwestern University. There, Horwitz
declared himself a Journalism
and Advertising major, though
slowly he began to realize that his
happiness would always be with
writing and the arts.
Horwitz is founder of the
Seminar Events Program,
Newman Essay Contest,
The Undergraduate magazine,
and OnStage Newsletter. He
helped make the idea of seminar something more relatable.
"I liked the idea of how [Saint
Mary's] actually considers relevant education, or education that
could really be applied to life, and
isn't just out there somewhere,"
said Horwitz.
Horwitz hands out fliers,
speaks with students, asks questions, and when pausing to take a
breath, leans closer to listen while
staring intently at your face.
Freshman year of college at
Northwestern, everything began
to settle for Horwitz. He soon
met a professor from Harvard,
worked for a publishing company, applied and was accepted at
University of California Berkeley
for the graduate program in English, then taught in France as a
graduate student, and created the
Division of Undergraduate and
Interdisciplinary Studies at UC
Berkeley. But Horwitz feels his
best moment was when he was
finally able to translate his love
of writing and acting into action
through the Quixotic Players.
"[Education needs to go] beyond
the classroom," said Horwitz.
What seemed to be allowance of
picking great writing apart actually represented to Horwitz a student's attempt to relate to the text
- the exact purpose education.
"You really do have to apply
[education] to your own lives,"
said Horwitz, "I mean, 'our
lives;' I don't want to sound condescending."

Invisible Children Presentation

bv Matthew E. Zeidan
Chief Copy Editor

The howling chills of November and December approach you
eerily. The biting cold and mysterious winds grab you when you least
expect it. It is widely known that
Saint Mary's College is haunted
with restless beings that walk the
campus grounds.
As a resident of the College
campus for nearly 30 years, Brother Michael Meister knows the
secrets behind the supernatural
souls roaming about.
In the biting cold of the winter
months of the 1980s, a young girl
named Amelia is the star of an
Oscar Wilde play here on campus. The fog, thick as Siberian
snowpack, makes it difficult to see
even a few feet in front of you. As
she rode with her parents to the
play's opening night, a police car
travelling on the wrong side of the
road slams into the family's car at
blazing speeds and Amelia's life
is vanquished in an instant. The
blindingly thick fog makes this
night extra spooky and the play
is cancelled.
Brother Michael says that Amelia's soul is still "on stage" at our
very own LeFevre Theatre. "She
cries, she moans, she laughs, she
changes props," says Brother Michael. "You simply have to work
with her and work around her."
Not gruesome enough for you,
you say? Many years ago, a solitary lake (Lake LaSalle) sat at the
rear of Assumption Hall. Brother
Michael says students were forbidden to enter the lake under any
circumstances. However, in the
late 50's, three Saint Mary's football players decided to bend the
rules a bit and go skinny-dipping
in the lake. Three players went
in; only two returned. As the two
others called the police, they were
simultaneously expelled from the
college. Mysteriously, the third
student was never found; his disappearance a mystery to all.
Around seven years after this
odd disappearance, a nearby sewage plant ceased to function. What
could have been the cause of this
strange malfunction? Nothing
more than a human arm bone,
with a College ring still on the
hand - to this day, these are the
only known remains of the student
who was lost during this midnight
nightmare. Know this - Don't go
swimming in uncharted waters ;
others may someday find your
bones as their "catch of the day."
Ever seen the movie Labyrinth?
The College has its very own
maze, as well! Sitting spookily
below these campus grounds are
the creepy catacombs of Saint
Mary's. These catacombs scour
the entirety of the space underneath all of the buildings on
campus and were originally used
to house steam pipes. Due to this
fact, it was not recommended that
students enter these areas; the entrances to the catacombs remained
open, however, and students could

seemingly come and go
as they pleased.
Four young men in
the late l 950's decided
to explore the catacombs
for themselves. However, these underground
areas were not lit at the
time and the men could
not find their way out.
While their screams were
heard by students walking above, three of the
men were lost for a period
of two days before being
discovered by firefighters.
The fourth, however, was
separated from the group
and was on his own for
four days in complete
Max Crowell/COLLEGIAN
darkness. As
firefighters
called out
to him, he
continued to
shift his position - it took
longer to find •
him because
of this.
When the
student was
finally found,
he was curled
up in the corner; terrified
and sick with
worry. He
had been living off of dirt
and no water
the entirety
of the four
days he was
lost. He had
had a complete breakAshley Hagin/C OLLEGIAN
down and,
according to Three students entered the forbidden Lake LaSalle; only
Brother Mi- two returned.
to escape.
chael, spent
As the keeper of the "crypt" of
the next 15 years of his life in a
haunted stories, Brother Michael
hospital for the mentally insane.
Today, the catacombs are home knows a thing or two about the
to wiring and electrical power scary things that have occurred on
sources and students are strictly this campus for the last 30 years.
prohibited from entering this area. But let this be a reminder to all
In fact, the entire area is closed readers: be wary of your actions
and locked for students' protec- during this "frightening" time of
tion; Be careful when listening to year. If you aren't careful, you may
your curiosity; entering the cata- end up as one of the crypt keeper's
combs could leave you locked in haunted legends of Saint Mary's
a dungeon of terrors with no door for many years to come.

I NIKE: One man's mission to bring

Tuesday, November 2
7:30 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Rebecca Sallee
x4366

Safe Zone Workshop
Wednesday, November 3
11:30 a.m. -3:15 p.m.
Hagerty ~ounge
Contact Maria Capitelli
x8317

Greek Day
Wednesday, November 3
12:40 p.m. - 2: J0 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Mary Volmer
x8157

Student Music Recital
Wednesday, November 3
l :00 p.m. - 2: 15 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Linda Baumgardner
x4016

Haiti: A Future Full of Hope
Wednesday, November 3
7:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Chapel
Contact Joanne Angerame
x4366

Memorial - Mary Robertson
Friday, November 5
4:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Faculty/Staff Dining Room
Contct Michael Beseda
x4277

Women in Philanthropy
Saturday, November 6
6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Lisa Moore
x4219

Women in Politics
Monday, November 8
7:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Diane Bianchi
x4706

Bible Speaker Series: Real
Worlds to Real People
Monday, November 8
7:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Zach Flanagin
x4048

justice, starting in sweatshops
continued from page 1
actions Nike has taken since the
incident.
Keady presented his findings
from a religious standpoint, as he
is a devout Catholic, and called
on the Saint Mary's community
to stand up against companies that
engage in unfair practices, telling
students that they are the ones who
can make the change. He encouraged students to spread awareness
and put pressure on Nike and other
companies to change policies and
pay their workers more.

Planning an event?
Want it in The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of your
event at:
smccollegian@grnail.com
or call for more information:
(925) 631-42 79

Robert Freeman/COLLEGIAN

Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.
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OPINloN
Death Penalty
must live on

It's your paper.
Get your voice
heard.
Join
The Collegian
today.

bV Thomas Morgan
Assistant Opinion Editor

r-riiie institution of capital pun.l ishment is slowly disappearing in the United States. As countries
all across Europe and other parts of
the civilized world abolish their death
penalty laws, the anti-death penalty
movement in the U.S. has grown
louder. Yet capital punishment in the
United States has survived legal challenge after legal challenge, including
a four year moratorium by the U.S.
Supreme Court from 1972 to 1976.
Today, prosecutors representing
the Federal governmeht and thirtyseven U.S. states, at least theoretically,
have the death penalty at their disposal. In recer:.t years, it would seem
that the prohibitive cost of a death
penalty trial and process has done
more to deter its use than ethical or
moral objections.
Unfortunately, every so often a
crime leaves a community so shocked
and horrified that-despite its cost
and controversy-the death penalty
remains the only true measure of
justice society can provide. Such is
the case in the trial Steven Hayes,
who was recently found guilty by a
Connecticut court for the murders
of Jennifer Hawke-Petit, and her
two daughters Hayley, 17 and Michaela, 11.
In 2007, Joshua Komisarjevsk:y
and his accomplice, Steven Hayes,
brutally invaded the Cheshire home
of the Petit family. All four members
of the Petit family were tied up in
separate rooms and savagely beaten.
Only the father, Dr. William Petit
escaped with his life.
By the time Dr. Petit had reached
a neighbor for help, Komisarjevsky
and Hayes had already strangled
Jennifer Hawke-Petit. As police
surrounded the Petit home, Komisarjevsky and Hayes tied Hayley and
Michaela to their beds. Hayes poured
gasoline over the girls and the dead
body of their mother. Hayley and
Michaela were both still alive when
Komisarjevsky lit the fire.
Mr. Petit reached his neighbor's at 9:50, and by 10:01 police
had apprehended both Hayes
and Komisarjevsky. But it was
already too late for Hayley and
Michaela. Police later determined that before strangling
her, Hayes raped Mrs. HawkePetit; investigators also discovered that 11 year old Michaela
had been sexually assaulted by
Komisarjevsky. Both Hayes and
Komisarjevsky were convicted
felons and out on parole at the
time of the crimes.
Komisarjevsky is still awaiting
trial. Hayes, however, has been
tried and found guilty of 16 out of
the 17 counts levied against him.
Six of those guilty verdicts carry
with them the death penalty.
For all the grief capital punishment causes us, cases like these
are the reason why we still have a
death penalty in the United States;
for when we have to react to the
shocking and unthinkable evil of
men like Steven Hayes and Joshua
Komisarjevsky. Both Steven Hayes
and Joshua Komisarjevsky deserve
to die for their crimes. Justice
could not possibly be served with
anything less.

Proposition 23: CA must limit dirtv energy use

Suspending Assembly bill 32 is bad for California -- an;fthe environment

ANTHONY GOTTI

T

he unemployment rate in
California is about 12.4%.
This means that there are 2.3 million Californians without jobs.
Proposition 23 aims to decrease
the unemployment rate by creating
more jobs in the energy market, but
not clean energy such as solar and
wind power.
This proposition suspends Assembly Bill 32 which addresses issues pertaining to global warming.
Suspension of Assembly Bill 32 will
allow "dirty-energy" companies to
create more jobs for Californians.
This proposition is supposed to remain in effect for as long as it takes
the unemployment rate to drop to
5.5 percent for one year.
This proposition will create more
jobs for Californians, but only for
a while. The hope is that by the
time the unemployment rate drops
and remains stable for a year, the
country will be economically stable.
Aside from creating more jobs,
proponents of proposition 23 argue
that Californians will be spared
increased costs in transportation,
energy and food.
Once the state unemployment
rate is stabilized, it is unclear what
will happen to the jobs that were
created. When Assembly Bill 32 gets
reinstated, will people lose their jobs
all over again? This proposition is like
taking a spoon full of sugar to get rid
of a cancerous tumor.
Proposition 23 effectively kills all
clean energy standards in California. This proposition threatens public health with an increase in air pollution. Increased air pollution leads
to increased illnesses related to air
pollution. A trend in increased
asthma cases has been linked to
cities with greater amounts of air
pollution. The Asthma and Allergy
Foundation of America cites that,
"In 1994, asthma affected an estimated 14.2 million Americans, and
cost the U.S. economy an estimated
$10.7 billion."
Supporters of proposition 23 argue that Assembly Bill 32 has killed
jobs. While jobs in dirty-energy
companies have been lost, jobs are
being created in government-subsidized clean-energy companies.
The energy of the future must be
sustainable. In time coal and gasoline will run out.
Sooner or later California will
have to shift from dirty energy to
clean energy. It makes sense to make
this shift as soon as possible. Of

course it will take time to make up
the job losses when switching from
dirty energy to clean energy, but it
will be worth the trouble.
Proposition 23 sacrifices what is
most important for the immediate
needs of the people. The lack of
job security is probably the biggest
issue with proposition 23. When the
unemployment rate stabilizes and
Assembly Bill 32 is reinstated, dirtyenergy companies will have to purge
their newer hires to accommodate
Bill 32's restrictions.

Proposition 23 will make it difficult for wind and solar energy
companies to remain competitive.
Employees from these budding green
energy companies could lose their
jobs due to unchecked growth of
dirty-energy companies. This would
be a major set-back for the green
energy movement. It's only a setback
because sustainable energy will be
necessary one day. Today's greed
would lead to tomorrow's problems.
California must set an example
for the other states who are strug-

gling with green energy issues. If
California can survive the switch and
become prosperous from of green
energy, then other states will follow.
The carbon footprint of the United
States will drop which would ease
tensions with other countries who are
struggling to maintain limits on their
dirty-energy use. One state could
change the economic climate of the
entire world. This reality is years off
but far more beneficial than having a
job for as long as it takes the unemployment rate to decrease.

STELLAR REPUTATION. DYNAMIC PROGRAMS.

SUPPORTIVE FELLOWSHIP.
Kalmanovitz School of Education offers you an unparalleled
learning experience, focusing on your individual needs
and goals.
INFORMATION SESSIONS:

TUESDAY, NOV. 16

6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

SATURDAY, JAN. 22

10:00 a.m. -12:00 p.m.

TUESDAY, FEB.15

6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Filippi Academic Hall, 1928 St. Mary's Road, Moraga
BREAKOUT SESSIONS ON:

• Teaching Credentials - Multiple/Single Subject,
Special Education

SAINT

• Master's in Counseling, Reading, Early Childhood,
Montessori, TESOL, Teaching Leadership

MARY'S

• Tier I/Master's & Doctorate in Educational
Leadership

COLLEGE
of CALIFORNIA

KALMAN OVITZ
TO RSVP: GALL (925) 631 4700
OR REGISTER ONLINE AT: WWW.STMARYS-CA.EDU/SOE-EVENTS
TO APPLY: WWW.STMARYS-GA.EDU/SOE-APPLY

SCHOOL OF
EDUCATION
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OPiNloN
[ Meg Whitman will restore California to greatness
bv Michelle Sisto

bv Jesse lieberman

Staff Writer

o she fired her housekeeper - big
deal. "A New California" is definitely
needed. Meg Whitman is the candidate
with the master plan that will bring change.
Whitman's three main goals are to create
jobs, cut spending, and improve education.
She plans to create 2 million jobs by 2015
to help the California economy get back on
its feet. As the former CEO of eBay, she has
an extensive business background, which
is what California needs.
As stated in the San Bernardino newspaper, The Sun: "Whitman's impressive
record as CEO of eBay gives us hope that
her leadership and managerial abilities will
translate to Sacramento and make her an
effective governor. If nothing else, we know
she knows how to hire and promote good
people."
Whitman is especially in favor of helping
small businesses because they are the backbone of America and the Silicon Valley is
always looked to for business progression.
However, there are so many fees required
of California business owners that they are
either shutting down their companies because of bankruptcy or relocating to other
states where it is easier to afford running
a business.
This has resulted in fewer jobs in California, and this is why the economy is
suffering. By providing tax credits and
eliminating certain taxes, such as the small
business start-up tax, the factory tax and
the state tax on capital gains, Whitman
will help businesses thrive. Her plan gives
small businesses the opportunity to get
started with ease, which will result in more
businesses being opened, thus providing
new jobs.
Once these small businesses gain profit,
they can reinvest back into their companies
and expand, creating more jobs. Also, companies that work alongside such businesses
will be able to grow and enhance their business as well. Once citizens are put back into
the workforce, the economy will bolster.
Also, Whitman emphasizes the importance of cutting state spending. She
understands that government spending is
the reason for our deficit; and that in order
to fix this, there needs to be control over
the legislature.
Her first plan of action for limiting
spending is to create a strict spending limit.
As explained on her website, "This budget
reform will lock spending in at a rate that
will not increase unless the state's economy

S

Contributing Writer

is growing with it." This is exactly what
California needs to fix the economy. As
long as the legislature is spending more
than it collects, the deficit will continue to
increase and our economy will remain as is.
Finally, Whitman will address the problem of California's educational system.
She believes that as long as schools are
destitute, the economy will be the same.
Of all the money spent on education, only
60% goes directly to the classrooms - and
this must change.

alifornia is headed down the wrong
track. The loss of over a million jobs
due to the Wall Street financial crisis has had
a profound effect on California's middle
class. The partisan politics of Governor
Schwarzenegger have caused deadlock in the
State Assembly and Senate. Furthermore,
it has pitted local and state governments
against each other. The candidate with the
experience and expertise to reverse this trend
is former governor Jerry Brown.
Our next governor must be able to cross

Whitman explains, "Our schools are
not preparing our kids with the skills they
need to compete for jobs in the high-growth
sectors of the economy .... We are going to
raise the bar on education and put a focus
on recruiting and rewarding qualified professionals to teach our kids." Our schools
need a drastic improvement for the sake of
the economy.
California's youth will soon enough be its
business people and workers. If they are not
prepared for the challenges that California's
economy will present them with, then our
state will continue on its downward spiral.
Whitman's plan will be extremely effective in fixing California. Her three areas of
focus all coalesce to boost the economy; and
most importantly, they will return California into the leading state it once was. Her
goals and plans should determine why a
person is for or against her. Not the firing
of her housekeeper.
Californians should keep this in mind on
November 2nd, because California needs
reform. And this reform will begin when
Whitman becomes our next governor.

party lines and make the decisions that
are necessary to rebuild the economy of
California. Brown has proven experience. In
his tenure as governor, Brown went against
populist politics by vetoing pay raises to state
employees - and even rejected increasing
his own pay.
He established the first agricultural labor
relations law in the country, enacted collective bargaining for teachers and other
public employees, started the California
Conservation Corp (CCC), signed into
permanent law the California Coastal Protection Act, earned federal protection of
Northern California wild and scenic rivers,
brought about the country's first building
and appliance energy efficiency standards
and made California the leader in solar and
alternative energy.
Brown will place priority on the creation
of green jobs and will spur investment in
solar, wind, hydro and geothermal power.
This effort has the potential of creating
I million new jobs for California. Brown
will create a clean energy position in state
government to assure that all energy goals

C

and deadlines are met.
Brown's opponent, Meg Whitman, supports abolishing the California global warming bill (AB 32), decreasing our focus on
clean energy jobs and supports "paycheck
deception" proposals that would silence the
voices of workers and limit union participation in the political process. To promote the
growth of the California economy there is
nothing more important than simultaneously supporting job growth and environmental stewardship.
In addition to creating more jobs, stimulating the economy and promoting sound
environmental policies, Brown is committed
to reforming the financially strapped education system in California. He recognizes that
there is no "silver bullet" solution for our
educational problems. Not all students learn
in the same fashion and their individual
needs must be addressed.
He realizes that reform takes a systematic
approach that involves collaboration among
educators, administrators and parents, not
simplistic formulas such as in No Child
Left Behind. Brown will also increase recruitment and training of teachers through
comprehensive programs that return the
authority to teach to the teachers.
With strong reforms in education, California will more readily be able to address
the issue of job creation. Brown recognizes
that a strong school system, which puts an
emphasis on a well-rounded student, is essential to attracting and retaining jobs.
Under Brown, California significantly
reduced taxes and built up the largest state
surplus ever. His eight years in office are
generally considered among the most innovative in California history.
Brown sees the importance of creating
manufacturing jobs by reducing sales tax
for manufacturing equipment and rebuilding
our manufacturing base in California, one
that has been exploited by companies that
ship our jobs overseas.
A major criticism of Meg Whitman is
that in her tenure with eBay she orchestrated
the loss of jobs to overseas interests. As
Brown states, "Whitman only has a history
of spending money wildly to get whatever
she wants." Her stint at eBay is an example
of this: she paid herself $120 million and
watched as I 0% of the workforce was laid
off. Clearly, Meg Whitman does not have the
skills it takes to be governor of California.
A vote for Jerry Brown is a vote to move
California forward again.

'Perfect' relationships require compassion and understanding
Communication is important--but listening to significant other is even more crititicaT

perfect relationship in our society today-that there's a guy
for every girl and vice versa.
Psychologist Jay Carter, who
has had three decades of couples
counseling experience, said in
a rece nt CNN article about a
woman's power to hurt the male
ego: "When he meets someone
he wants to spend his life with ,

he unconsciously gives her what
I call his 'jujube doll'-a kind of
voodoo-like name I have for the
part of a man's self-esteem that's
vulnerable to a woman's opinion
of him."
Considering we're outnumbered nearly two to one on this
campus, we often believe that our
chances with women are twice
as good. But that, my friends,
also gives our odds of being shot
down by the opposite sex twice
as great. It works both ways-but
the lion's share of responsibility
lies on the man.
Men often times do their best
to impress women-whether it
means looking good, having a lot
of money, or having a good sense
of humor. But women have one

thing that men don't seem to notice-and that's a greater affinity
toward reading emotions. Unless
we all had psychic powers as our
sixth sense, that's the one thing
they will always have over us.
After all, women bear children.
Nature has given them the gift
of being more in touch with the
human side of things from day
one of a person's life.
One little flaw can destroy a
relationship. Then your reputation gets around quickly. I often
tell my male friends that when
you ' re dating a girl, you ' re
also dating her family and her
friends. Every move you make,
no matter how little, has consequences. The same could be
said of women for men, but our

tendency to lack empathy works
against us.
So how do you protect your
ego from the proverbial needles
that will be stuck in your ego?
First off, have a good memory.
You already go to school, and
you already study for tests that
are closed book tests most of
the time, so that shouldn't be a
problem. Nothing can be more
devastating to a relationship
when you forget her birthday or
an anniversary-or even what
her favorite color is.
Remember when I said by
dating her, you'd also be technically dating her friends? Be nice
to her friends. No matter how
much you hate them. They can
be completely unbearable , but

you 're in it for her, not yourself.
One should also be able to
take criticism well. After all , you
were smart (or in some cases,
dumb) enough to give her the
jujube doll known as your ego.
No one likes an out of control
ego. Not even you.
And last, but not least: listen.
There's a reason everyone was
given two ears and only one
mouth. Communication is the
key to any healthy relationship,
but the listening component of
communication is extremely
important.
If we do all these things, maybe we will all be better prepared
to handle a relationship, and
prevent most of the problems
that come with them.
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Ranch House provides quaint breakfast option

Album

Comforting Moraga locale attracts both college students and older patrons

Reviews

bv Stephanie Schwanmiller
Staff Writer

Ranch House Cafe
1012 School St
Moraga, CA
(925) 376-5127
For many college students,
weekends and alcohol go hand in
hand. After a crazy Friday or Saturday night, a good, solid breakfast is
often the best hangover cure. With
this in mind, a couple friends and
I went to the Ranch House Cafe,
a Saint Mary's favorite, which is
located next to Moraga's Safeway,
alongside the barn-like red buildings. When I was a freshman, I was
struck by how out-of-place a ranch
seemed in Moraga; yet now when
I pass by, I just think about how
quaint the ranch is.
The restaurant does not portray
how excellent its food is: a rugged
building with red paint peeling,
with few ornaments inside and out.
However casual the restaurant may
look, one only has to look around
to see how popular the restaurant
is. Every table was filled, patrons

Matt&Kim
Sidewalks

Photo courtesy of yelp.com

equally including both college students and the elderly. None of us
in the mood to experiment with
food, my friends and I all ordered
the same meal: corned beef hash
with two eggs over-easy and a side
of toast. The food was out within 15
minutes and the healing began. My
corned hash had been diced up and

mixed with onion and hash browns.
Diced up and mixed with onions
and slightly cooked hash browns,
the corned beef was cooked to perfection: tender and a little fatty, practically melting in my mouth. While
different from any corned beef I've
ever had, the food immediately
helped the world suddenly not seem

so harsh. Everyone at the table ate
every bite of their meal, agreeing
that this meal is the perfect hangover
remedy. With low prices, friendly
service, and a location so close to
campus, no wonder the Ranch
House Cafe has become such a hit.
Grade: B+
Price:$$

Matt & Kim's third studio
album, Sidewalks, returns to the
fun electronic sound their fans
love while also exploring new
sounds and tempos. Matt's vocals are rap-like and the beats are
hip-hop inspired at times, like
on the explosive opener "Block
After Block." One of the biggest
departures on Sidewalks is the
inclusion of more downtempo
tracks like "Northeast," in which
Kim's drumming doesn't even
kick in until the last forty-five
seconds, resulting in an unexpected showcase of Matt's voice.
This album will surely please
fans of the pair while offering
some new and different types of
tracks to consider.
Download: "Cameras"
Grade: A-SUSIE FORESMAN

Costumes galore at Halloween Dance
Everyone from Tinkeroell to Jack Sparrow to a cow show u in Soda Center
bV Hannah Kovach
Staff Writer

On October 29th, 2010,
about 400 people attended the
Campus Acivities Board-hosted Halloween Dance in the
Soda Center. It lasted from 10
p.m. to 1 a.m., and blasted out
the usual dance music to much
enthusiasm from the guests.
Oddly enough, though, very little Lady Gaga was played at the

event, if any at all. Tables were
filled with candy and necklaces
to wear onto the dance floor,
and water was provided for the
thirsty guests.
Costumes present at the
dance ranged from Jigsaw from
the Saw series to Tinkerbell to
Marilyn Monroe to one guy
wearing a cow suit. The winner of this year's costume contest, senior Matt Fontan, wore
a red, full-body Power Rang-

ers suit, though
Jack
Sparrow,
Marilyn
Monroe and Hannah
Montana
were
also
entered,
amongst
many
others. Overall,
the dance was
fun, the costumes
were varied and
the guests had a
fun time.

Elvis Costello
National Ransom

Bryant West/COLLEGIAN

We Crave That Now?
The Square Payment Device

bv Jose Alvarez
Staff Writer

P oto courtesy o pu se2.com

Jack Dorsey, the inventor
of Twitter, has developed the
Square, a device that allows
iPhones, iPads, iPod Touches,

and Androids to read your credit
card information and make transactions.
The Square is a plastic device
slightly smaller than a quarter and
it plugs into your phone and is
also free. With a free app, it allows
small businesses and consumers to process credit card transactions. Merchants are charged
2.75% of the purchase, plus 15
cents per swipe. The additional
perk is that there are no contracts,
monthly fees or set-up charges.
Dorsey marketed the device to
many small businesses for testing.
Many small businesses, including
Bianca's in Moraga, only accept
cash because of the costs involv-

Need a Tutor?
Get one free at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center
Filippi Academic Hall, Room 190
Want to work as a Tutor?
Get a job at the
Tutorial and Academic Skills Center.
Email - irpl@stmarys-ca.edu

""". . . . . . .

In Elvis Costello's newest
release National Ransom he
shows off his true rahge as an
artist. Incorporating not only
hard-hitting rock songs but also
bringing in some more low key
Blues and Jazz overtones. Songs
like "Five Small Words" and
"Jimmie Standing In The Rain"
highlight his ability to blend his
own style with other musical
genres. Where other artists seem
to get stuck in a certain range or
tone, Elvis Costello is able to reinvent himself many times over
by pushing the musical envelope.
Still one fact reigns true: Elvis
Costello hasn't lost a beat.
Download: "Five Small
Words"
Grade: A
-ALEXIS REYNOSO

Neil Young

ing point-of-sales systems that use
credit cards, which could be up
to $10,000. The Square, however,
would greatly reduce business
costs by over 90%.
Several business owners already use Square, such as Doug

Povich, co-owner of Red Hook
Lobster Pound DC, a food truck
in Washington, D.C. His cash
register is an iPad with the Square
already installed, as opposed to
traditional cash registers. "It's extremely simple to use," he said.

Le Noise

With his new release, Le Noise,
Neil Young seems to be taking a
much more introspective take on
his musical life. His lyrics no Ion~
ger political and angry, seem to reflect more fully on the life he's led
and the songs he's written. Songs
such as "Hitchhiker" give the listener and in depth look at Young's
own history with drug addiction,
while "Love and War" tends to
be more contemplative, reflecting
on his inspiration for past songs.
What hasn't changed is his lyrical
integrity and his solid musical
structure, Le Noise is for those fans
of Young who remember fondly
his Harvest period as opposed to
those wild days with Crazy Horse
and Buffalo Springfield.
Download: "Hitchhiker"
Grade: B
-ALEXIS REYNOSO
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Runners participate in WCC Championships Bowen: Predicted Giants in six
Women finish eighth, men finish seventh in Belmont race
bv Brvant west
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's men's and
women's cross country teams competed at the West Coast Conference Championships on Saturday
at the Crystal Springs Course in
Belmont, CA. The women's team
placed eight, while the men finished
seventh.
Sophomore Rosie Smith lead
the women, finishing 22:34 at 27th

overall and beat the Gael record
for the course. Senior Tess Descher
finished 29th overall at 22:42, while
sophomore Mariah Ahlqvist placed
44th overall with a new personal best
of 23:31. Freshman Alicia Doohan
finished 48th at 23:48, and junior
Natalie Sojka finished at 23:57,
good for 50th overall. The women's
team finished eighth overall with a
combined time of 23: 19.
Junior Robb Van Wyck led the
men's team at 25:59, good for 16
place overall. Junior James Hayes

placed 43rd with a time of 27:43,
and senior Brad Alban finished
shortly after at 27:47 for 44 overall.
Sophomore Jordan Lerma placed
fourth for the Gaels and 4 7 overall
at 28:46, while sophomore Antonio
Venegas rounded out the top five
for Saint Mary's at 49 overall with
a time of 28:49.
The Gaels hit the tracks next
Saturday, November 6 when they
travel to Davis, CA for the Doc Adams Invitational at the Putah Creek
Reserve Course.

VBall: Gaels show no mercy against Portland
continued from page 8
Shannon Lowell and sophomore
middle blocker Gabby Jolly each
notched nine kills.
On Saturday, against Portland,
Saint Mary's showed no mercy
and swept the Pilots handily, 25-19,
25-11, 25-20. The Gaels recorded

13 aces in the match. Senior libero
Kelly Huston and sophomore setter
Missy White led the way with four
aces each. Huston also notched a
team-high 12 digs.
Lowell led the defensive effort
with 11 blocks. She added a team-

high eight kills.
Saint Mary's continues their
road stand on Wednesday, N ovember 3 against # 19 USD. The game
will be nationally televised on ESPNU at 8:00 p.m. USD comes into
the match with a perfect record.

Marada leads Gaels past Bulldogs
Freshman scores two goals and gets two assists in win

Freshman Jordan Marada had two goals and two assists in the Gaels 4·3 comeback win against Gonzaga on Sunday.

had streaky seasons to their credit.
The Bulldogs had four games
of allowing four goals or more,
but claimed a winning record in
the tough WCC. Meanwhile the
Gaels had failed to win consecutive games since the first week in
September, despite boasting an
overall winning record.
Following two goals by the
Bulldogs in the first half, including
one in the game's first five minutes,
two freshmen decided they didn't
like the score. Within twenty
seconds of the new half, Marada
placed a cross into the box from
the right side and Briana Campos
finished off the pass by beating
the keeper for her fourth goal of
the season.
But Marada was not finished.
In the 58th minute, she placed another cross from the right side into
the box, but this time Daelyn Paul
was on the receiving end. She put
in a header that tied the score and
continued the momentum Saint
Mary's had built up to that point.
In the 63rd minute, Marada
took a pass from Alex Ciliento
and scored her team-leading fifth

goal of the season. The goal gave
the visitors their first lead of the
match, but it did not last for long.
Saint Mary's needed to call for
Marada's help one final time.
In the 107th minute, the same
dynamic duo of forwards that
took the lead earlier in the match
hooked up again. Ciliento fed
Marada in the center of the penalty
area against a worn down Gonzaga defense, and she capitalized
on the opportunity.
In the second half and overtimes, the Gaels hoisted 14 shots,
with seven of them arriving on
target. Four of those shots on goal
reached the back of the net and
provided the Gaels' highest scoring performance of the season.
They also scored four times against
North Florida in August.
The Gaels wrap up the season
with a tough home match up
against No. 2 Portland next weekend, whose only loss this season
came against No. 1 Stanford.
The Sunday afternoon game will
celebrate the graduating Gaels ·
Cilie , Sarah Peters, Caroline
Shevlin, and Alyssa Doniak.

SPORTS THIS

Volleyball:
- Wed. ra San Diego

MSoccer:
- Wed. v. San Francisco, 3:00 p.m.
- Fri. (u Santa Clara

WEEK

Women's Tennis
- Sat. ((/ UTSA Showdown

bvDJBowen
Staff Writer

The weather forecast in Spokane, Washington called for a
high of 48 degrees, winds of 17
miles per hour, and a torrential
downpour. But somehow, one
Gael found a way to shine brightly.
. Freshman Jordan Marada notched
two assists and two goals, including a game-winner, in a fantastic
Gael comeback. The Saint Mary's
women's soccer team overcame a
2-0 deficit on the road, mounted
a second half comeback, and
chalked up a 4-3 victory versus
Gonzaga for a 8-7-3 overall record on the season, and 2-4-0 in
conference.
The slugfest involved two first
half goals for Gonzaga, three responding goals from the Gaels in
the second half, and a third score
from the home squad concluding
their scoring in the 70th minute.
But Marada had the last word in
the second overtime for her first
game-winner of her career.
Entering the game, both teams

XCountry:
- Sat. (a Doc Adams Open, Davis. CA

Courtesy of espn.com

The San Francisco Giants have made it to the World Series, thanks in part

to a large group of MLB outcasts.

Jonathan Sanchez was demoted
to the bullpen last year to find his
command; in his first start back,
he tossed a no-hitter. Madison
Bumgarner is only 21, but if he
shaved, he could pass for 14. But
they are a dominant group that
may prove the consistent difference in this series.

My prediction before the series
was Giants in six. With a 2-1 record as of Sunday and two more
games in Texas before this issue
goes to print, the Giants may
have already won the series by the
time you read this. But no matter
the outcome, baseball's rejects are
defining this series.

MSoccer: Herrick gets 13th shutout
continued from page 8
stopped due to interference by the
Gonzaga defenders. Leslie then
took the free kick, airing it up to the
penalty box as Grider ran under it
and redirected it with a header for
the game-winner. The score sheet
demonstrated the Gaels man advantage, as they outshot their opponent,
10-4 in the second half.
Hoyt recorded his second win
in goal, making three saves and
allowing one goal while improving
to 2-0 overall.
Sweetening their weekend even
more, the Gaels shutout WCC
leader Portland 2-0 on Sunday afternoon, on senior day no less. The
Gaels put on a show offensively and
defensively, dismantling the Pilots
on a clear, sunny afternoon at Saint
Mary's Stadium.
Senior midfielder Erik Rivas
appropriately scored the gamewinning goal, netting a shot in only
the third minute of the contest. The
goal was assisted by sophomore
defender Patrick Watson and junior
Justin Grider. "I'm very happy and

proud of our seniors," said head
coach Adam Cooper. "We came up
with six big points this weekend ...
our returners are hungry to get back
to the NCAA Tournament."
The game put the Gaels' aggressiveness on display, as the put 20 ·
shots on goal, 12 in the first half.
The game was opened up even
more in the 56th minute, as junior
Malcom Alugas placed a header in
the back of the net.
Coach Cooper put junior Doug
Herrick back in goal, and he was
not disappointed, as Herrick recorded his seventh win and sixth
shutout of the season. That number
places him one shy of the school record, and he trails only Rob Mason,
who recorded 13.5 shutouts from
2004-2007. The shutout was also
Saint Mary's seventh of the season,
tying the school-record set last year.
The Gaels play their final home
match of the regular season tomorrow, Wednesday November 3rd
when they host the University of
San Francisco at 3pm.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Jordan Marada
Women's Soccer
Freshman Jordan
Marada lead the
Gaels with two goals
and two assists in the
Gaels 4-3 comeback
win against Gonzaga
·on Sunday.

MTennis:
- Fri. - Sun., Gael Classic
WSoccer:
- Sat. v. Portland, 12:00 p.m.

GO
GAELS!
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Gaels stifle Zags, leader Pilots
Halloween weekend ends with wins against Gonzaga, Portland
DJ BOWEN

Rejects define
World Series
battle
wo groups of misfits running in circles wearing
color-coordinated baggy pants,
matching high socks, and swinging big sticks to boot. Yet no other
event has excited the Bay Area
sports scene in recent memory
as much as the Giants' trip to the
World Series has this year. The
story of these two groups of rejects is what makes the games so
fascinating.
To begin, American League
MVP candidate Josh Hamilton
steals the show on taking advantage of second chances. Drafted
first overall in 1999, he fell into a
drug and alcohol addiction that
left him out of baseball, eventually
granting him his "rookie" season
in 2007. In his comeback, he's
a two-time All-Star, has blasted
almost 100 home runs in two and
a half seasons, and won a batting title. The team takes Hamil-

T

ton's recovery so seriously, they

Senior Dylan Leslie's free kick became an assist when Jordan Grider headed it in with two seconds left in regulation.

bV Michael Bruer
Editor-in-Chief

The Gaels neared their 10th
victory of the season with wins
over conference rival Gonzaga and
WCC leader Portland. Both games
featured multiple goals by the team,
and the Sunday match included a
shutout of the Pilots. The Gaels
enter the month of November with
a better-than-average 9-5-1 record,
5-3-0 in the West Coast Conference.
Friday afternoon's game against
Gonzaga came down to the final

seconds, with senior defender
Jordan Grider scoring the gamewinner with two seconds to play.
Grider followed up the equalizer
goal from junior Tom Mahoric,
who scored in the 59th minute.
Saint Mary's went on to take the
second of two games from the
Bulldogs on the season, to the tune
of 2-1.
On a sunless, gloomy day in
Moraga, the home team proved
once again who reigned supreme.
The first half was uneventful, and
only highlighted the even quality
of the two teams. The second half

began badly for Saint Mary's, as
sophomore goalkeeper Braden
Hoyt let in a goal in the 49th minute.
The free kick rolled into the bottom
left corner of the net off the foot of
Collin Harrison. "Gonzaga scoring
a goal woke us up," said head coach
Adam Cooper to smcgaels.com, "It
was nice to have Tommy (Mohoric)
back and Justin Grider did a nice
job filling the middle."
Senior midfielder Dylan Leslie
provided the assists on both of Saint
Mary's goals, both lofty crosses
into the penalty box that allowed
Mohoric and Grider to put their

heads to work. Mohoric's score
greatly improved the team's morale,
and there was a palpable switch in
momentum in favor of the Gaels.
The Gaels had the advantage for
the final 25 minutes, as a Gonzaga
forward received his second yellow
card of the half and forced the Zags
to play a man down the rest of the
way. The game entered its final minutes with the two teams tied at one
apiece. As a free kick was awarded
to Saint Mary's with nearly 15
seconds remaining, the clock was

MSOCCER, p7

Volleyball blows past Gonzaga, Portland on road
Gaels improve to 16-6 after beating Zags, Pilots on Northern trip
bV Caitlin Graveson
Staff Writer

Saint Mary's women's volleyball began the second half of wee
play on the road against their
Northwest rivals. The Gaels handled Gonzaga 3-1 on Thursday,
October 28, and swept Portland
on Saturday, October 30. The team
now improves to 8-1 in wee play.
In surprising fashion, the Gonzaga Bulldogs took the first set of
the match in extra points, 26-28.
"Gonzaga came out battling and
they were able to make it tough
on us the first set," said head
coach Rob Browning.
The Gaels got over the shock of
the dropped set quickly and went
on to win every other set on the

road trip.
The Gaels took the second set
25-19. The Gaels kept the Bulldogs to a 0.18 hitting percentage.
Sophomore outside hitter Lauren
Corp notched seven kills in the set.
Corp had 17 kills and a match-high
19 digs in the game.
Saint Mary's continued to increase their offensive attack in the
third and fourth sets, holding the
Bulldogs to 17 and then 13 points.
The Gaels went on a 15-7 run to
end the third set and a 16-4 run to
close out the fourth and final set.
Senior outside hitter Megan York also recorded a doubledouble with 10 kills and 11 digs.
Freshman Natalie Loos added 10
kills while senior middle blocker
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Sophomore Outside Hitter Lauren Corp led the Gaels with 19 digs and 17
kills in the Gaels four game win over Gonzaga.

dedicate the first portion of their
champagne celebrations to "ginger ale" celebrations so Hamilton
can participate. It's the least they
can do for a man that has lifted a
franchise to its first World Series
appearance ever.
Failing to mention Giants castoff catcher Benji Molina, and
seemingly unbeatable pitcher
Cliff Lee would be forgetting
two more losers turned heroes.
Molina looked old, overweight,
and outdated in a Giants uniform
earlier this year, so he was pawned
off on a Texas squad who gladly
accepted his sage advice in dealing
with their young pitching staff.
Lee, who dominated last year's
World Series, has gaudy, unparalleled pitching statistics, yet he was
up for grabs at season's end and
in the middle of this year. Both
have proven valuable assets to the
squad.
The Giants are filled with their
own set of mavericks. Aubrey
Huff, acquired in the offseason for
a ridiculously economic $3 million
salary, rose as the team's MVP. In
addition, outfielders Cody Ross
and Pat Burrell, infielder Mike
Fontenot, and key relievers Ramon
Ramirez and Javier Lopez were
all acquired for a small or no fee
during the season, and they have
contributed to the Giants' winning
ways.
In addition, the Giants have a
pitching staff composed of four
extremely oddball characters. Tim
Lincecum is a noted marijuana
smoker. Matt Cain stuck with
the Giants despite the frustrating
2007-08 seasons in which he had
a 15-30 record, despite owning
the 10th lowest ERA in the NL.
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